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policy in question to appellant, who was then substituted as the
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JURISDICTION
This is an appeal from a summary judgment granted by the
Honorable Gordon J. Low, First Judicial District Court, in and for
the County of Cache, State of Utah. Jurisdiction is proper in this
court pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78-2-2(j).

STATEMENT OF ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
Did the trial court incorrectly rule that the insurance policy
in question provided only $200,000 in coverage?

Interpretation of

contract language is a question of law, which is reviewed for
correctness.

L.D.S. Hospital v. Capitol Life Insurance Co., 765

P.2d 857 (Utah 1988).

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature of The Case and Course of Proceedings
This action involves interpretation of limitation of liability
provisions in an automobile liability insurance policy. Appellant,
Kearl, filed a motion for summary judgment, asking the trial court
to rule as a matter of law that the pertinent provisions of the
insurance policy at issue clearly provided for coverage of $3 00,000
by their express terms, or in the alternative that such provisions
were ambiguous and, when construed in her favor, the policy provided
liability coverage in the amount of $300,000.
1

Appellee, National

Farmers Union Property and Casualty Company, filed a cross-motion
for

summary

judgment,

claiming

the

language

was

clear

and

unambiguous and asking the court to rule as a matter of law that the
contract only provided $2 00,000 in coverage.
The trial court issued a memorandum decision on March 10,
1990, ruling that the policy provided only $2 00,000 in coverage to
Kearl, denying Mrs. Kearl's motion for summary judgment and granting
summary judgment in favor of NFU.

Judgment was entered against

Kearl on June 4, 1990.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
1.

This case is the third of three legal actions which were

filed as a result of an automobile accident occurring in Box Elder
County on September 24, 1984.

The accident occurred when an

automobile driven by a minor, Terrell Baldwin, crossed the center
line of the highway and collided head on with the Kearl vehicle.
In that accident, appellant, Fay S. Kearl, was seriously injured and
her husband, Cyril Kearl, was killed.

At the time of the accident

Mr. Kearl and Mrs. Kearl were both 58 years old.
married for

They had been

37 years and had five emancipated adult children. Mr.

Kearl was employed full time, as he had been through his adult life.
Because the Kearls1 children were all adults, while Mrs. Kearl was
dependent on the decedent for her support, all the adult children
2

assigned their claims for their father's death to her.
After the accident occurred, the question arose whether the
Baldwin automobile, (which had been recently given to the minor),
was covered by the Baldwin family automobile insurance policy.
2.

The two prior law suits included one suit (in Box Elder

County) asserting personal injury and death claims, and a second
suit (in Salt Lake County) involving insurance coverage claims and
negligence claims against the Baldwins' insurance agent.
3.

The

insurance

coverage

and

agent

negligence

case

ultimately was resolved when the Baldwins' insurer, National Farmers
Union, filed a written stipulation with the Court stipulating that
the automobile in question was, in fact, covered under the Baldwin
family policy.

(A copy of that policy was attached as Exhibit B to

the Amended Complaint and is found at pages 63-74 of the record.)
4. The Court, in the personal injury and death case, entered
summary judgment in plaintiff's favor and against Terrell Baldwin
on the liability issue only, reserving the damage issue for trial.
Subsequently, a settlement agreement was worked out involving the
Baldwins, Mrs. Kearl and National Farmers Union.

(A copy of that

settlement agreement was attached as Exhibit A to the Amended
Complaint and is found at pages 55-61 of the record.)
5.

Through such settlement agreement, the parties were able

to work out all of the disputes among them, except a dispute over
3

the interpretation of the policy limits in the NFU policy.

It was,

and is, the contention of Mrs. Kearl, and the Baldwins, that under
the language of the policy, the policy limits relating to personal
injury and death claims provided a maximum available amount of
$3 00,000.

NFU, on the other hand, contended, and still contends,

that the maximum available limit for such claims is $200,000.
6.

Rather than allowing this dispute to preclude settlement

altogether, the parties entered into a settlement agreement with the
following provisions, among others:
a. All parties stipulated that the damages sustained by
Mrs. Kearl due to her own injuries and the death of her husband
exceeded $300,000.
b.

The amount not in dispute, $200,000, would be used

for the payment of some existing subrogation claims, with some cash
payment to Mrs. Kearl, and with the balance being applied toward the
purchase of an annuity for her.
c.

Mrs. Kearl agreed not to pursue further claims

against the Baldwins personally or their personal assets, but to
limit her further claims to the Baldwins' insurance coverage.
d. The Baldwins assigned all of their claims and rights
against NFU to Mrs. Kearl.
e.

The parties stipulated that Mrs. Kearl could be

substituted for the Baldwins as the plaintiff in this case.
4

f. The parties agreed that the essential facts were not
in dispute and that Mrs. Kearl and NFU would obtain a judicial
interpretation

of

the

insurance

policy

in

question,

thereby

resolving the remaining dispute.
7.

An amended complaint was subsequently filed, pursuant to

the settlement agreement, making Mrs. Kearl the plaintiff and
praying for resolution of the contract interpretation issue.

Due

to the assignment of the Baldwins1 rights to her, Mrs. Kearl
asserted not only her own claims, but the Baldwins1 claims as well.
NFU did not contest the Statement of Undisputed Facts set for
in the memorandum submitted with appellant's motion for summary
judgment. (R.lO.)

In view of this, and in view of the fact that

the sole issue to be decided concerns interpretation of contract
language, the present dispute is purely a question of law and should
be reviewed de novo by this court. L.D.S. Hospital v. Capitol Life
Insurance Co.. 765 P.2d 857 (Utah 1988).
8.

No extrinsic evidence was offered by the parties in the

lower court, and construction of the policy must be based on its
language and on applicable rules of construction.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The language of the Limitation of Liability provision in the
insurance policy either clearly makes the $300,000 limit applicable
5

in this case, or it is inherently conflicting and ambiguous and
should be construed against NFU.

In either case, the result is the

same, i.e., the $300,000 limit applies to the appellant's claims.

ARGUMENT
BECAUSE THE PLAINTIFF'S CLAIMS
SEPARATE CLAIMS, (I.E.. CLAIMS
KEARL AND CLAIMS FOR MRS.
INJURIES). THE APPLICABLE LIMIT

INVOLVE AT LEAST TWO
FOR THE DEATH OF MR.
KEARL'S OWN PERSONAL
IS $300.000.

The insurance policy in question provides a $100,000 limit to
claims for all damages arising out of "bodily injury sustained by
one person as a result of any one occurrence," and a $300,000 limit
of

liability

for all damages, "arising out of bodily

injuries

sustained by two or more persons as a result of any one occurrence."
(R.64, "Limits of Liability" provision at the end of page 2 of
policy, Addendum page 2.)

(Emphasis added.)

The specific provision reads as follows:
Limits of Liability: Regardless of the number of (1)
persons or organizations who are insured under this
policy, (2) persons or organizations who sustain bodily
injury or property damage, (3) claims made or suits
brought on account of bodily injury or property damage,
(4) automobiles or trailers to which this policy
applies, or (5) premiums paid or payable,
(a)

under Coverage A, the limit of bodily injury
liability stated in the declarations as applicable
to "each person" is the limit of the company's
liability for all damages, including damages for
care and loss of services, arising out of bodily
injury sustained by one person as the result of any
one occurrence; the limit of such liability stated
6

in the declarations as applicable to "each
occurrence" is, subject to the above provisions
respecting each person, the total limit of the
company's liability for all such damages arising
out of bodily injury sustained by two or more
persons as the result of any one occurrence.
(Emphasis added.)
The Declarations Page reflects limits of liability of $100,000
per person and $3 00,000 per occurrence.

(R.73, Declarations Page,

Addendum p.11.)
In construing insurance contracts, the Utah Supreme Court and
this Court have consistently
construction.

followed

several basic rules of

Briefly summarized, those rules are as follows:

a. The language of insurance policies is interpreted as
it would be understood by an average purchaser, not as an
insurance expert, an attorney, or some other expert would
understand it.
As stated in Drauahon v. CUNA Mut. Ins. Soc. , 771 P. 2d 1105, 1108
(Utah App. 1989):
Even if the policy employs technical terms, we do not
construe it "through the magnifying eye of the technical
lawyer," but rather as it would be understood by "one
not trained in law or in the insurance business. An
insurance policy must be read using the ordinary
language of the average layman rather than by using
technical medical, legal, insurance or statutory terms."
(Citations omitted.)

7

b.

The language of insurance policies is to be construed

to afford the broadest possible coverage to the insured•
This basic principle of contract interpretation has also been
consistently recognized and followed by Utah courts.

The Utah

Supreme Court stated in Fuller v. Director of Finance, 694 P.2d
1045, 1047 (Utah 1985),
In interpreting insurance policies, we have held that
ambiguities are to be construed against the insurer and
that words are to be given their ordinary meaning. An
insured is entitled to the broadest protection he could
have reasonably understood to be provided by the policy.
(Citations omitted; emphasis added.)
In the case of P.E. Ashton Co. v. Joiner, 17 Utah 2d 162, 406
P. 2d 306, 308 (1965), cited in the Fuller decision, it was observed:
This court is committed to the policy that in case of
ambiguity, uncertainty, or doubt, the terms of an
insurance contract will be construed strictly against
the insurer and in favor of the insured, and that the
insured is entitled to the broadest protection that he
could reasonably believe the commonly understood meaning
of its terms afforded him.
(Citations omitted; emphasis added.)
c.

All ambiguities, uncertainties

and doubts in an

insurance policy are to be construed in favor of the insured
and against the insurer.

(See, Fuller, supra and P.E. Ashton,

supra.)
Policy language is construed against the drafter when two or
more meanings may reasonably be attributed to its terms, or when the
8

policy contains terms or provisions which are conflicting.

C.J.

Realty, Inc. v. Willev, 758 P.2d 923, 928 (Utah App. 1988); Ryder
Truck Rental, Inc. v. Guaranty National Insurance Co.. 770 P.2d
1380,

1382 (Colo. App. 1989); Crum-Vanlandinaham v. Blue Cross

Health Services. Inc., 734 S.W.2d 266, 269 (Mo. App. 1987); Bovle
v. Great-West Life Assurance Co. , 499 N.E.2d 895, 898 (Ohio App.
1985).
Although the policy language seems clearly to provide the
$300,000 limit where there are two or more bodily injuries (as there
are in this case) , NFU seeks an interpretation, which, at best,
renders the policy inherently ambiguous and conflicting. While the
limitation of liability provision states that the maximum coverage
available when "two or more" persons sustain bodily injury is
$300,000.

NFU contends that the $300,000 limit can only be

available when three or more persons are injured and that the actual
limit for two bodily injuries is only $200,000.
Under NFU's construction, the $300,000 maximum coverage limit
set forth in the policy and the Declarations page can never be
triggered if only two persons receive bodily injuries, even though
the Limits of Liability language expressly states that the maximum
coverage available when "two or more" persons sustain bodily injury
is $300,000. NFU's argument violates the well-established rule that
a contract should not be construed so as to nullify or render
9

meaningless some of its own terms.

G.G.A., Inc. v. Leventis, 773

P.2d 841, 845 (Utah App. 1989) ("[A] contract should be interpreted
so as to harmonize all of its terms and provisions, and all of its
terms should be given effect if possible.11); Tucker v. Byler, 558
P.2d 732 (Ariz. App. 1976); Pepcol Mfg. Co. v. Denver Union Corp.,
687 P.2d 1310, 1313 (Colo. 1984).
In this case, NFU seeks to have the court disregard the
reference to "two or more" persons in the policy language stating
the maximum amount of coverage provided.
would

be contrary

to the principle

Such an interpretation

that the

insurer, not the

insured, bears the risk of uncertainties in a policy.

Moreover, it

is widely recognized that an insurer seeking to limit coverage must
do

so

through

limitation."

language

"clearly

identifying

the

scope

of

the

Drauahon v. CUNA Mut. Ins. Co. , 771 P.2d 1105, 1108

(Utah App. 1989); Sparks v. Republic National Life Insurance Co.,
647

P.2d

1127,

1133

(Ariz.

1982,

en

banc)

("clearly

and

distinctly"); Reserve Insurance Co. v. Pisciotta. 640 P.2d 764, 769
(Cal.

1982 In Bank) ("clearly and unmistakably"); Topeka Railway

Equipment, Inc. v. Foremost Insurance Co., 614 P.2d 461, 464 (Kan.
App. 1980) ("clearly and distinctly").
The

limitation

language

in the

policy

at

bar

cannot

be

considered clear and distinct when words must be ignored to achieve
NFU's interpretation.

If NFU intended the contract to only provide
10

$300,000 when three or more persons are injured, it would have been
simple enough to have so worded the policy.
As this court recently noted, however, courts "will not insert
words into a policy under the guise of interpretation where the
insurer could have easily avoided the problem by drafting its policy
more carefully and precisely."

Draughon, supra, 771 P.2d at 1109.

When the policy in question is interpreted so as to give
meaning to the "two or more" language, it becomes readily apparent
that the $300,000 limit applies in the case in question.

While a

lay person might not necessarily understand all of the verbiage in
this less-than-artfully drafted contract provision, the basic scheme
comes through clearly.

Where a bodily injury is sustained by one

person, the lower limit applies, i.e. $100,000. Where "two or more"
persons sustain a bodily injury, the higher limit applies, i.e.
$300,000.
It is undisputed that at least two "bodily injury" claims are
involved here. "Bodily injury" is defined on page one of the policy
as including, "bodily injury, sickness and disease, including death
resulting therefrom."

(R.63.) In view of this, there were at least

two distinct "bodily injuries," the injuries sustained by Mrs. Kearl
herself and the injuries sustained by Mr. Kearl resulting in his
death. Accordingly, Kearl!s current claims are for "damages arising
out of bodily injuries sustained by two or more persons as a result
11

of any one occurrence," and the $300,000 limit applies.

CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing, appellant respectfully requests the
Court to reverse the trial

court's judgment and

remand with

instructions to enter judgment in appellant's favor.
DATED this 3~>A

day of October, 1990.
CHRISTENSEN, JENSEN & POWELL, P.C

Roger P. driristensen
Karra J. Porter
Attorneys for Appellant
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ADDENDUM

National
Farmers Union
| j Property and Casualty Company

fi

Denver, Colorado ^0251

FAMILY AUTOMOBILE POLICY
•

Q O Q O Q 0 G 9 9 O 9

e * © ©

•

o o a o o o e e o o

NATIONAL FARMERS UNION PROPERTY A N D CASUALTY COMPANY
(A CAPITAL STOCK INSURANCE COMPANY, H E R E I N CALLEO T H E COMPANY)
greei with the insured, named in the declaration! made a part hereof, in consideration o." the payment of the premium and m re'iance uoon the statements m the
sciarations and subtect to all of the terms of this policy'

PART i — L I A B I L I T Y
overage A—Bodily Injury Liability; Coverage 8-Prcperty Damage
lability:

(b) with respect to a non-owned automobile,
(1) the named insured,

3 cay an behalf of the insured ail sums wmch the insured shall become
•gaily obligated to pay as damages because of:
bodily injury, sickness or disease, ircluding death resulting therefrom,
Hereinafter called "bodily injury ', sustained by any person;

(2) any relative, but only with resoecx to a private passenger automooile
or trailer,
provided his actual ooeration or {»f he is not operating) the otner actual
use thereof is with the permission, or reasonably beheved.to be with :ne
permission, of the owner and is within the scope of sucn permission, and

injury to or destruction of property, including loss of use thereof, hereinafter called "property damage '.
istng cut of the ownersnip, maintenance or use of the owned automobile or
^y non-owned automobile, and tre company snail defend any suit alleging
en bodily injury or property damage and seeking damages whicn are payaole
Tder the terms of this policy, even ir any of the allegations of the suit are
cundless, 'alse or fraudulent; but the company may maxa such investigation
^ settlement of any claim or suit as it deems expedient.

The insurance afforded under Part I applies separately to each insured against
whom claim is mace or suit is brougr:, but the inclusion herein or r^ore tnan
one insured shall not operate to increase tne limits of the company s haoility.
D e f i n i t i o n s : Under Part I.

Jppiementary Payments: To pay, in addition to the applicable limits of
olhty:
) ail expenses incurred by the company, ail costs taxed against the insured in
any such sun and ail interest on the entire amount of any judgment
therein which accrues after entry of the judgment and before the company
has paid or tendered or deposited in court that part of the judgmert which
does not exceed the limit of the company's liability thereon;
>) premiums on appeal bonds required in any such suit, premiums on bonds
to release attachments for an amount not in excess of the applicable limit
of liability of this policy, and the cost of bail bonds required of the
insured because of accident or traffic law violation arising out of the use
of an automobile insured hereunder, not to exceed $100 per bail bond,
but without any obligation to apply for or furnish any such bonds;
) expenses incurred by the insured for such immediate medical and surgical
relief to others as shall be imperative at the time of an accident involving
an automobile insured hereunder and not due to war;
) ail reasonable expenses, other than loss of earnings, incurred by the
insured at the company's request.

rsons Insured:

(3) any other person or organization not owning or hiring the automobile,
but only *vith respect to his or its liability oec3use of acts or omissions
of an msurea under (b) (1) or (2) above

" n a m e d insured" means the mdividjal named in Item 1 of the declarations
and also includes his spouse, if a resicant of the same household,
"insured"means a person or organization described under "Persons Insured",
relative means a relative of the named insured who is a resident of the same
household,

"owned automobile" means
(a) a private passenger, farm or utility automobile described m this policy for
which a specific premium charge indicates that coverage is afforded.
(b) a trailer owned ay the named insured,
(c) a private passenger, farm or utility automobile ownership of which »s
acquired by the named insured during the policy period, providea
{ t ) i t replaces an owned automobile as defined in (a) above, or
(2) the company insures all private passenger,farm and utility automobiles
owned by the named insured on the date of such acquisition and the
named insured notifies the company during the policy period or within
30 days after the date of such acquisition of his election to make this
and no other policy issued by the company applicable to such automobile, or

The following are insureds under Part I

with respect to the owned automobile,
(1) the named insured and any resident of the same household,
(2) any other person using such automobile with the permission of the
named insured, provided his actual operation or (if he is not operating)
his other actual use thereof is within the scope of such permission, and
13) any other person or organization but only with respect to his or i f
• •ability because of acts or omissions of an insured under (a) (1) or 12
above

(d) a temporary substitute automobile;
" t e m p o r a r y Substitute a u t o m o b i l e " means any automobile or trailer,
not owned by the named insured, while temporarily used with the permission
of the owner as a substitute for the owned automobile or trailer wnen withdrawn from normal use because of its breakdown, repair, servicing, loss or
destruction.

PAGE i
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"non-OVVned a u t o m o b i l e ' means an automobile or trailer, not owned by
or furnished for the regular use of either the named insured or any relative,
other than a temporary suostitute automobile;
" p r i v a t e passenger a u t o m o b i l e " means a four wheel private passenger,
station wagon or jeep type automobile;
" f a r m a u t o m o b i l e " means an automobile of the truck type *vith a load
capac ty of four thousand pounas or i e n not used for business or commercial
purposes other than farming,
" u t i l i t y a u t o m o b i l e " means an automobile,other than a farm automobile,
wit.n 3 load capacity of fifteen Hundred pounds or less of the pick-up bodv,
sedan delivery or panel truck type not used for business or commercial
purposes;
" t r a i l e r means a trailer designed for use w i t h a private passenger automobile,
if not .being used for business or commercial purposes <vith other than a
private passenger, farm or utility automooile, or a farm wagon or farm
implement ^vhile used with a farm automobile.
" a u t o m o b i l e business means the business or occupat.on of selling, repairing, servicing, storing or parking automobiles,
US8

of an automobile includes the loading and unloading thereof,

w a r means war. whether or not ceclared, civil war, insurrection, rebellion
or revolution, or any act or condition incident to any of the foregoing.
E x c l u s i o n s : This policy does not apply under Part I:
(a) to any automobile while used as a public or livery conveyance, but this
exclusion does not apply to the named insured w i t h respect to bodily
injury or property damage which results from the named insured's
occupancy of a non-owned automobile other than as the operator thereof,
(b) to bodily injury or property damage caused intentionally by or at the
direction of the insured;
(c) to bodily injury or property damage w i t h respect to which an insured
under this policy is also an insured under a nuclear energy liability policy
issued by Nuclear Energy Liabilny Insurance Association, Mutual Atomic
Energy Liability Underwriters or Nuclear Insurance Association of Canada,
or would be an msureo under any such policy but for its termination upon
exhaustion of its limit of liability,
(d) to bodily injury or property damage arising out of the operation of farm
machinery;
(e) to bodily injury to any employee of the insured arising out of and in the
course of (1) domestic employment by the insured, if benefits therefor
are in whole or in part either payable or required to be provided under
any workmen's compensation law, or (2) other employment by the
insured;
It) to bodily injury to any fellow employee of the insured injured m the
course of his employment if such injury arises out of the use of an automobile m the business of his employer, but this exclusion does not apply
to the named insured with respect to injury sustained by any such fellow
employee;

(g) to an owned automobile while used by any person while jucn oerson .
employed or otnerwise engaged m the automobile business, but tn,
exclusion does not apply to tne named insured, a resident of tne san>
housenold as the named insured, a partnersnip m wnich tne named msurec
or such resident is a oartner. or any oartrer. agent or employee of tnr
named insured, such resident or cartnershio;
(h) to a non-owned automobile /while maintained or us«c by any person wniir
such person is employed or otnerwise encaged m (1) tne autcmobu.
business or tne insured or of any other person or organization. (2) an
other business or occupation of the insured, but this exclusion (hi (2) dc-e
not apply to a private passenger automobile operated or occupied by :rnamed insured or by his private chauffeur or domestic servant or a crane-,
used therewitn or w i t h an owned automobile;
(i) to injury to or destruction of (1) property owned or transported by :"*•
insured or (2) property rented to or in crarge of the msurec otr.er :nar
a residence or private garage;
(j) to the ownership, maintenance, operation, use, loadirg or unloading o* 3*
automooile ownersmp or wmc.n is acquired by tne named insured dur -c
the policy period or any temporary substitute automobile therefor, if in
named insured has purchased other automobile liability insurance app.h
cable to such automobile for whicn a specific premium cnarge nas beeJ
made;
(k) to any obligation for which the United States may be held liable under trs
Federal Tort Claims A c t .
(I) under Coverage A , to bodily injury or death, sustained by any "insured" o
any " r e l a t i v e " as these terms are defined under "Definitions Under Part I"
of this policy.

Financial Responsibility Laws: when this policy •$ certified as proof a
financial responsibility for the future under the provisions or any mote*
vehicle financial responsibility law. such insurance as is afforded by tha
policy for bodily injury liability or for property damage liability snail comply
with the provisions of such law to the extent of the coverage and limns oi
liability required by such law. but in no event in excess of the limits of habilirr
stated in this policy. The insured agrees to reimburse the company for ant
payment made by the company which it would not have been obligated i?
make under the terms of this policy except for the agreement contained •
this paragraph.
L i m i t s Of L i a b i l i t y : Regardless of the number of (1) persons or organizations who are insureds under this policy. (2) persons or organizations wnc
sustain bodily injury or property damage. (3) claims made or suits brought ot
account of bodily injury or property damage, {4} automobiles or trailers rt
which this policy applies, or (5) premiums paid or payable,
(a) under Coverage A. the limit of bodily injury liability stated in the declarations as applicable to "each person" is the limit of the company's liability
for all damages, including damages for care and loss of services, arising out
of bodily injury sustained by one person as the result of any one occur
rence. the limit of such liability stated in the declarations as applicable to
"each occurrence" is. subject to the above provisions respecting eacn
person, the total limit of the company's liability for all such damages
arising out of bodily injury sustained by two or more persons as the
result of any one occurrence.
(b) under Courage B. the limit of property damage liability stated in the
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declarations as applicable to "each occurrence'"V, the total limit of the
company's liability for all damages arising out of injury to or destruction
of all property of one or more persons or organizations, including the
loss of use thereof, as the result of any one occurrence.
Other Insurance:

If the insured has other insurance against a loss covered

by Part I Of tnis policy tne comoany snan not oe naoie unaer im> ywm<.y •<.
a greater proportion of such loss than the applicable limn of ltao»l»tv stair
m the declarations bears to the total apphcaoie limit of liability of all vafand collectible insurance agamst such loss: provided, however, the msura^r
with respect to a temporary substitute automobile or non-owned automobt
shall be exces: insurance over any other valid and collectible insurance.

PART II — EXPENSES FOR M E D I C A L S E R V I C E S
Coverage C-Medical Payments:
To pay all reasonable expenses incurred within one year from the date of
accident for necessary medical, surgical. X-ray and dental services, including
prostnetic devices, 3nd necessary ambulance, hospital, professional nursing
and funeral services:
Division 1 . To or for the named insured and each relative wno sustains
bcdtly injury, sickness or disease, including death resulting therefrom, heremafter called "bodily injury", caused by accident,
(a) wmle occupying the owned automobile,
(b) while occupying a non-owned automobile, but only if such person has, or
reasonably believes he has, the permission of the owner to use the automooile and the use is within the scope of sucn permission, or
(c) through being struck by an automobile or by a trailer of any type;
Division 2 . To or for any other person wno sustains oodily injury, caused
by accident, while occuoymg
(a) the owned automooile, while oemg used by the named insured, ov any
res.dent ci the same housenoic or by any ether person with tne permission of.the named insured; or
(b) a non-owned automobile, if the bodily injury results from
(l)its operation or occupancy by tne named insured or its operation on
hfs benaif by his private cnauffeur or domestic servant, or
(2) its operation or occupancy by a relative, provided it is a private
passenger automoone or trailer,
bu: only if such operator or occupant has. or reasonaoly believes he has.
the permission of tne owner to use the automooile and the use is wit.nm
the scope of sucn permission.
Definitions: The definitions under Part I apply to Part I I , and uncer Part I I :
OCCUpying

means in or upon or entering into or alignting from.

Exclusions; This policy does not apply under Par: il to bodily injury:
(a) sustained while occupying (1} an owned automobile while used as a puohc

or livery conveyance, or (2) any vehicle while located for use as a residenc
or premises;
(b) sustained by the named insured or a relative while occupying or throuc
being struck by (1} a farm type tractor or other equipment designed fc
use principally off public roads, while not upon public roads, or (2)
venicle operated on rails or crawler-treads:
(c) sustained by any person other than tne named insured or a relative. !l
while sucn person is occupying a non-owned automooile wnile usee as
public or livery conveyance, or (2) resulting from the maintenance or u i
or a non-owned automooile by sucn person wmle employed or otnerwiv
engaged m the automooile business, or (3) resulting from the mamcenanc
or use of a non-owned automobile by such person while emcicyed ootherwise engaged m any other business or occupation, unless tne occi.v.
injury results from tne operation or occuoancv of 3 private casier-tr
autcmooile oy the named insured or by his private cnauffeur or comes:.c
servant, or of a trailer used therewith or with an owned automocii-?-:
(d) sustained by any person if benefits t~ere*or are m wnole or ;n oart etc-?
pavaoie or reauired to oe provided under any workmen's comosr.sat.o
law:
(e) due to war.
L i m i t Of L i a b i l i t y : Regarciess of the nurrcer of (1) persons or organic
ttons wno are insureds under tnis policy, (2) persons wno sustain ooan
injury, (3) claims made or suits brougnt on account of oodily ir.ju.-y. (-) autc
mooiles or trailers to wnicn tnis policy applies, or (5) premiums pa»c ?
payaole, unaer Coverage C, tne limit or haouity for mecical payments sta:^.
m the declarations as appiicaole to "each person" is tne limit of tne company
liability for ail expenses incurred by or on cenalf of eacrt person wno sustain
bodily injury as tne result or any one acc:dent.
Other Insurance: If there is other automobile medical payments msuranc
against a ioss covered by Part II or this policy tne company snail not oe luoi
under tnis policy for a greater proportion of sucn loss than tne applicadlimn of iiabiiity stated m the declarations bears to tne total apphcaoie l»mi
of liability or all valid ana collectible automooile medical payments insurance
provided, however, the insurance witn respect to a temporary substi;utf
automobile or non-owned automobile shall be excess insurance over any ctn^
valid and collectible automooile medical payments insurance.

PART III — PHYSICAL D A M A G E
Coverage D (l)-Comprehensive (excluding Collision); (2)-Personal
Effects:
U) To pay for loss caused other than by collision to the owned automobile or
to a non-owned automobile, but only for the amount of each loss in
excess of the deductible amount, if any, stated m the declarations as
applicable hereto. For the purpose of this coverage, breakage of glass and
loss caused by missiles, falling objects, fire, theft or larceny, explosion,
earthquake, windstorm, ha»l, water, flood, malicious mischief or vandalism,
riot or civil commotion, or colliding with a bird or animal, shall not be
deemed to be loss caused by collision.
(2) To pay for loss caused by fire or lightning to robes, wearing apparel and
Other personal effects which are the property of the named insured or a
relative, while such effects are in or upon the owned automobile.

Coverage E—Collision:
To pay for loss caused by collision to the owned automobile or to a nonowned automobile but only for the amount of each such loss m excess of
the deductible amount stated m the declarations as applicable hereto. The
deductible amount shall not apply to loss caused by a collision with another
automobile insured by the company.

Coverage F-Towing and Labor Costs:
To pay for towing and labor costs necessitated by the disablement of the
owned automobile or of any non-owned automobile, provided the labor is
performed at the place of disablement.

Coverage G-Motor Vehicle Rental Reimbursement:
In the event of a loss to the owned motor venicie for which indemnity is orovided under Coverages 0 and E of this policy, tne company agrees to
reimourse the named insured for the expense incurred by such insured for me
rental fee (excluding mileage charges) for the rental of a substitute automobile
from a car rental agency or garage, incurred during a period starting at
12:01 A.M. on the-day following:
(al the date of such loss if as a direct result of sucn loss such vehicle cannot be
operated under its own power, or
(b) if the vehicle is operable, the date such insured autnonzes repairs to be
made and delivers such vehicle to the garage for repairs: and ending,
regardless of the policy period,
( l ) u p o n the date of the completion of repairs or replacement of the
property lost or damaged, or
(2) upon such earlier date as the company makes or tenders settlement for
such loss or damage, or
(3) at 12:01 A . M . on the tenth day after the date of the commencement
of such period;
but in no event shall the company be liable for more than $10 per day; provided that this coverage shall not apply m the event of a theft of the owned
motor vehicle for which reimbursement of transportation expense is provided under this policy.
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i j ) to reimburse the insured for transportation expeni^ icjrred during the
period commencing 48 hours after a theft covered bv this poi>cv of me
entire automobile has been reported to the company and the police and
terminating when the automobile is returned to use or the c o m w n y pays
lor the loss, provided that the company shall not be obligated to pay
aggregate expenses m excess of $10 per day or rotating more than S300
lo) to pay general average and salvage charges for v^nicn the insured becomes
legally liable, as to the automobile being transported

" t r a i l e r " means a trailer designed 'or use witn a private saue^ger automobile • ' not being used for business or commercial puroo*«?s . v . o otner »njn a
private passenger, farm or utility automooiie and if not a nome cf'<ce itore
ciisoiay or passenger trailer
Exclusions.* This pol»c/ does not apply under Part t i l
(a) to any automobile while used as a public or livery conveyance.
lb) to loss due to war.

D e f i n i t i o n s * The definitions of "nomeo insured", "relative", "temporary
substitute automobile", "private passenger automoode '. "farm automobile '.
"utility automobile", "automooiie business '. " *a( '. and "owned automobile '
>n Pirt I apply to Part I I I . but "owned automobile' does not include under
3
art I I I . (1) a trailer owned by the named insured on the effective date of this
JOlicy and not described f^erem or (2) a trailer ownership of wnich is
jCQuired during the policy period unless the company insures all private
passenger, farm and utility automobiles and trailers owned by the named
nsured on the date of such acquisition and the named insured notifies tne
ompany during the policy period or within 30 days after ;ne date of such
-ccuisition of his election to make this and no other policy issued by the
ompany applicable to such trailer
insured"means (a) with respect to an owned automobile. (1) the named
'sured. and (2J any person or organization (other than a person or orgamza*
on employed or otherwise engaged in the automobile business or as a earner
f other bailee for hire) maintaining, using or having custody of said autoiodiie with the permission of the named insured and within the scope of
. c i permission; (b) */ith respect to a non-owred automobile, the named
sured and any relative while using such automooiie, provided ".is actual
->*'»rion or (if he is not operating) the other actual use thereof is witn t~e
-amission, cr reasonaniy believed ro be with the permission, of the owner
"C is w i t h i n the scope of such permission;
n o n - Q w n s d a u t o m o b i l e ' means a private passenger automobile or trailer
at owned by or furnished for the regular use or either the named insured or
y relative, other than a t e m p o n r y substitute automobile, while said autoccile or trailer is in the possession or custody .or the insured or is being
jerated by him;
OSS means direct and accidental loss of or damage to (a) the automobile,
-luding its equipment, or (b) otner insured property;
e q u i p m e n t means such equipment as is usual and incidental to the use and
aeration of the motor vehicle as a vemde, including a tape recorder or stereo
ce player permanently installed and one tape. Equipment does not include
detacnaoie living quarters unit, even tnougn attached, if the acquisition of
ch unit nas not been previously reportea to the company w i t n m 30 days
•er tne d3te of sucn acquisition and any required premium thereon paid.
"OillSIOn

(c) to loss to a non-owned automobile arising out of us use by tne insured
while he is emoloved nr otherwise engaged m the automooiie business
(d) to loss to a private passenger, farm or utility automobile or trailer ownea
by the named insured and not described m this poi'CY or to any temporary
substitute automooiie therefor, if the insured nas other valid and collect.oie
insurance 3gamst sucn loss;
(e) ;o damage whicn is due and confined to wear and tear, freezing, mecnan.cai
or electoral breakdown or failure, unless such damage results from a tnett
covered oy this policy,
(f) to tires unless damaged bv 'ire malicious r-iiscmef or vandalism, cr stolen
or unless tne loss be coincident witn and from tne same cause as o t r e r loss
covered by this policy;
(g) to loss due to radioactive contamination;
(h) under Coverage £. to breakage of glass if .nsjrance with respect to sucn
breakage is otherwise ar.'croed
(il to loss or or damaqe to any device or insrr^ne'-.t designed 'or the
rf»rnrnirn '*nr<~cuct on. or "eccrcmg and reprcduct on of sound unless
sucn device or instrument is permanent!/ mstaiiec m tne automooiie.
(l) to loss of or darnacs co any tape wire r<:rcr^ d.sc or o t r e r m e d - u n in
excess cr one. for use <vitn any de/ice or mst-ument designed *or the
recording, reproduction, or recording and reproduction of scuno
L i m i t Of U a b l l i t y r T h e limit of the company s haciiity for toss s.~atl n c
exceed *he actual casn value of the property, or if the loss is of a part : " J ' ? c
the actual casn value of sucn part, at time of loss, nor wnat u wcuic tnen
cost to repair or 'eplace the property or sucn oa.-t thereof * i t h otner of h*e
kmo and Quality, nor. witn respect :o an owned automobile ^escribed m tnis
policy, the appiicacle limit of haoility st3ted m tne declarations; provrced.
however the h m n or the company s haoility (a) for loss to personal effects
arising out of any one occurrence is SIQO. and lb) for .ess to any t*3iier or
det3cnable living quarters unit not owned by tne named insured is S500.
O t h e r I n s u r a n c e : If the insured has other insurance against a loss covered bv
Part I I ! of this policy, the company snali not be liao*e jnder tnis policy for a
greater proportion of sucn loss tnan the apphcapie l<mu ot haoility of this
policy bears to tne total applicable hmit of liability of all valid and collect.cie
insurance against sucn loss, provided however, tne insurance w i t n respect to a
temporary substitute automobile or non-owned automobile shall be excess
insurance over dn> O I I K . ....id and coiiectioie insurance.

means collision of an autcmobile covered by this policy with

PART IV — PROTECTION A G A I N S T U N I N S U R E D MOTORISTS
verage H-Uninsured Motorists (Damages for Bodily Injury):

"insured"

pay all sums which the insured or hi 5 legal representative shall be legally
uled to recover as damages from the owner or operator of an uninsured
omobile because of bodily miury. sickness or disease, including death
j l t m g therefrom, hereinafter called "bodily i n j u r y " , sustained by the
j r e d , caused by accident and arising out of the ownership, maintenance or
of such uninsured automobile, piovided, for the purposes of this
erage, determination as to whether the insured or such representative is
>lly entitled to recover such damages, and if so the amount thereof, shall be
ie by agreement between the insured or such representative and the
npany or. if they fail to agree, by arbitration.
judgment against any person or organization alleged to be legally
jonsible for the bodily injury shall be conclusive, as between the insured
the company, of the issues of liability of such person or organization or of
amount of damages to which the insured is legally entitled unless such
iment is entered pursuant to an action prosecuted by the insured w i t h the
ten consent of the company.

means.

(a) the named insured and any relative.
(b) any other person while occupying an insured automobile, and
(c) any per<o-., with tespect to damages he is entitled to recover because of
bodily injury to w h . r n this Part appl.es sustained by an insured under (a)
or (b) above.
The insurance afforded under Part IV appl.es separately to each insured but
the inclusion herein of more than one insured shall not operate to mcease the
limits of the company s liability

"insured a u t o m o b i l e " means
(a) an automobile described m the policy for which a specific premium charge
indicates that coverage is afforded,
(b) a private passenger, farm or utility automobile, ownership of which is
acquired by the named insured during the policy period, provided

i n i t i o n s i ThedefmmonsunderPart I except the definition of " i n s u r e d "
/ to Part IV, and under Part IV

0 ) it replaces an insured automobile as defined m (a) above, or
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(2) the company insures under this coverage ail pf>,<*te passenger, farm and
utility automobiles owned by the named insured on the date of such
acquisition and the named insured notifies the company during the
policy period or with.n 20 days after me date of such acquisition of
his election to make the Liability and Uninsured Motorist Coverages
under tnis and no other policy issued by the company applicable to
such automobile,
(c) a temporary substitute automobile for an insured automobile as defined
in (a) or (b) above, and
(d) a non-owned automobile while being operated by the named insured; and
the term "insured automobile" includes a trailer while being used with an
automobile described m (a), (b). (c) or (d) above, but shall not include:
(1) any automobile or trailer owned by a resident of the same household as
the named insured.
(2) any automobile while used as a public or livery conveyance, or
13) any automootle while being used witncut the permission of The owner

"uninsursd automobile

includes a trailer of any type and means:

(a) an automobile or trailer witn respect to the ownersnip, maintenance or
use of wntch tnere is. in at 'east the amounts spectfied by the financial
responsibility law of the srate m whicn the insured automobile is
principally garaged, no bodily injury liability bond or insurance policy
apphcaole at tne time of the accident wi:n rescue: to any person or organization legally resoonsiole for ;ne use of sucn autcmooile or with resoec:
to wnicn there tsa bodily injury Iiaoility bond or insurance policy applicable
at tne time or tre acocenr but tne company a n t i n g tne same denies coverage cnereuncer or, <vitn respect to wnicn there -is a codily injury ndodity
insurance policy apphcaole at the time of the accident but the company
writing the same is or oecomes insolvent, or

an insured automc'fc^l owned by tne nameo msureo or a relative,
through being struck by such an automobile.
(b) to bodily injury to an insured with respect to which such insured,
legal representative or any person entitled to payment under this covers
shall, without written consent of the company, make any settlement wi
any person or organization who may be legally liable therefor.
(c) so as to mure directly or indirectly to the benefit of any workmen's co
pensation or disability benefits earner or any person or organizat»(
qualifying as a self-insurer under any workmen's compensation
disability benefits law or any similar law.

L i m i t s of L i a b i l i t y * . Regardless of the number of (1) persons or o r g a n ,
tlons who are insureds unoer this policy. (2) persons who sustam boc
injury, (3) claims made or su.es brougnt on account of bodily miu
(4) automobiles or trailers to which this policy applies, or (5) prermur
paid or payable, under Coverage H*
(a) The limit of liability for uninsured motorists coverage stated m •declarations as applicacie to "eacn person ' is tne limit of the comoar*.
Iiaoility for all damages, inducing damages for care or loss of servicbecause of bodily injury sustained by one person as the result of any c
accident and. subject to the aoove provision respecting eacn person, r
hmit of liability stated m the declarations as apphcaole to "eacn acciden
is the total limit of tne company's liability for 311 damages, mcludidamages for C3re or loss of services, because of bociiv injury sustained z
two or more persons as tne result or any one accident.
(b) Any amount payable under tne terms of this Par: because of c o d
injury sustained in an ace.dent by a person wvno is an insured uncer :r
Part snail be reduced by
(1} all sums paid on account of such bodily injury bv or on behalf of 0) r
owner or operator cr tne uninsured automccne and (H) any o r
pe-son or organization jointly or severally liable togetner witn sue
owner or operator for sucn bodily injury including all sums paid unc
Coverage A, and

(b) 3 hit-and-run automobile:
but the term "uninsured automobile" shall not include:

(2) the amount paid and the present value of ail amounts payable c
account of sucn bodily injury uncer any wor<men's compensate
law, disability benefits law or any simuar law.

( l ) a n insured automobile or an automobile furnished for tne regular use
of the named insured or a relative,
(2) an automobile or trailer owned or operated by a self-»nsurer w i t h m the
meaning of any motor vehicle financial responsibility law, motor
carrier law or any similar law,
(3) an automobile or trailer owned by the United States of America,
Canada, a state, a political subdivision of any such government cr an
agency or any of the foregoing,
(4) a land motor vehicle or trailer if operated on rails or crawler-treads or
wnile located for use as a residence or premises and not as a vehicle, or
(5) a farm type tractor or equipment designed for use principally off
public roads, except while actually upon public roads.
" h i t - a n d - r u n a u t o m o b i l e " means an automobile which causes bodily injury
to an insured arising out of physical contact of such automobile with the
insured or with an automobile which the insured is occupying at the time of
the accident, provided: (a) there cannot be ascertained the identity of either
the operator or the owner of such "hit-and-run automobile", lb) the insured
or someone on his behalf shall have reportPd the accident w i t h i n 24 hours to
a police, peace or judicial officer or to the Commissioner oi Motor Vehicles.
and shall have filed with the company within 30 days thereafter a statement
under oath that the insured or his legal representative has a cause or causes of
action arising out of such accident for damages against a person or persons
whose identity is unascertamable. and setting forth the facts in support
thereof; and (c) at the company's request, the insured or his legal representative
makes available for inspection the automobile which the insured was occupying at the time of the accident.

Occupying

means m or upon or entering into or alighting f r o m .

State
includes the District of Columbia, a territory or possession of the
United States, and a province of Canada.

Excl USIOns:

This policy does not apply under Part IV:

(a) to bodily injury to an insured while occupying an automobile (other than

(c) Any payment made under this Part to or for any insured sha'l oe aoci<~
m reduction or tne amount cr damages wnicn ne may be entitlec
recover from any person insured under Coverage A .
(d) The company snail not be oohgatea to pay under this coverage that part
tne carnages whicn the insured may oe entitled to recover from r
owner or operator or an uninsured autcmooile wnicn represents expens
for medical services p3id or payaole under Part I I .

O t h e r I n s u r a n c e : With respect to bodily injury to an insured wn
occupying an automooile not owned by the named insured, tne insuran
under Part IV shall apply only as excess insurance over any other simn
insurance available to sucn insured and applicable to sucn automobile
primary insurance, and this insurance shall then apply only m the amount t
wnich tne limit of liability for this coverage exceeds the applicable limn
Iiaoility of such other insurance.
Except as provided m the foregoing paragraph, if the insured h3s o t r
similar insurance available to him and applicable to the accicent, tr
damages shall be deemed not to exceed the higher of the applicable lim
of liability of this insurance and sucn other insurance, and the company sh
not be liable for a greater proportion of any loss to wn»ch this covers
applies than the limit of liability hereunder bears to the sum of the apglicac
hmus of liability of this insurance and such other insurance.

A r b i t r a t i o n : If any person m3King claim hereunder and the company c
not agree that such person is legally entitled to recover damaqes from tr
owner or operator of an uninsured automobile because of bodily injury
the insured, or do not agree as to the amount of payment which may t
owing under this Part, then, upon written demand of either, the matter .
matters upon which such person and the company do not agree shall l
settled by arbitration in accordance w i t h the rules of the American Arbitrate
Association, and judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrators ma
be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof Such person and i K
company each agree to consider .tselff bound and to be bound oy anv aw.v
made by the arbitrators pursuant to this Part
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CONDITIONS
(Unless otherwise noted, conditions apply to all Parts.)

P o l i c y P e r i o d , T e r r i t o r y * . This policy appt.es. only to accidents,
•icurrences and loss during the policy period whtie the automobile is w i t h i n
* United States of America, its territories or possessions, or Canada, or is
-mg transported between ports thereof.
•oject to the company's consent, this policy may be continued in force for
ccessive policy periods by the payment of the required premium for each
ch period on or before the effective date of each such period. If such
emium is not paid when due. this policy shall terminate at the end of the
t policy period for which the premium was paid. Each such policy period
3il begin and end at 12:01 A.M.. standard time at the address of the named
:ured as stated in the declarations. The premium stated in the declarations is
- tne policy period shown. The premium for each successive policy period
ill be computed in accordance with tne manuals in use by the company on
J -elective date of eacn sucn successive policy period.
P r e m i u m : If the named insured disposes of. acquires ownership of.
replaces a private passenger, farm or u t i l i t y automobile or, with respect to
*t t i l , a trailer, any premium adjustment necessary shall be made as of the
:2 cf such cnange in accordance with the manuals in use by the company.
e named insured shall, upon requesi:. furnish reasonable proof of the
mcer of sucn automobiles or trailers and a description thereof.
N o t i e s ! In the event of an ac::;dsnt, occurrence or loss, written
•;ce containing particulars sufficient to identify the insured and also
sonably obtainable information w i t h respect to the time, place and
rumstancss thereof, and the names and addresses of the injured and of
iacle witnesses, snail be given by or for tne insured to the comoany or
of its authorized agents as soon as prac:ic30le. In tne event of theft tne
jred shall aiso promptly notify the poiice. If claim is made or suit is
ught against the insured, he shall immediately forward to the company
-y cemand, notice, summons or otner process received by him or ms
'esentative.
oer'ore the company makes payment of loss under Part IV, the insured or
legal representative snail institute any iegal action for bodily injury
• nst any person or organization legally responsible for the use of an autosue involved in the accident, a copy of the summons and complaint or
*t process served in connection w i t h such legal action shall be forwarded
sedately to the company by the insured or his legal representative.

Two or Mors Automobiles Insured by the Company: when two
nore automobiles are insured under this policy, the terms of this policy
: apply separately to each, but w i t h respect to limits of liability (1) an
^mooile and a trailer attached thereto shall be held to be one automobile
er Part I of this policy, and separate automobiles under Part III of this
cy, including any deductible provisions applicable thereto, and (2) only
highest applicable limits stated in the declarations for a described automoshall apply to the use of a non-owned automobile.
"• respect to any occurrence, accident or loss to which this and any other
mobile insurance policy issued to the named insured by the company also
•es. the total limit of the company's liability under all such policies shall
-fxceed the highest applicable limit of liability under any one such policy.

Assistance and Cooperation of the Insured-Parts I and I I I :
insured shall cooperate with the company and. upon the company's
est. assist in making settlements, in the cpnduct of suits and in enforcing
right of contribution or indemnity against any person or organization
may be liable to .the insured because of bodily injury, property damage
)ss with respect to which insurance is afforded under this policy; and
nsured shall attend hearings and trials and assist in securing and giving
nee and obtaining the attendance of witnesses. The insured shall not.
nt at his own cost, voluntarily make any payment, assume any obligaor incur any expense other than for such immediate medical and surgical
to others as shall be imperative at the time of accident.
art I V : After notice of claim under Part IV. the company may require
•uured to take such action as may be necessary or appropriate to preserve
ght to recover damages from any person or organization alleged to be
v responsible for the bodily injury; and in any action agamst the company,
ompany may require the insured to join such person or organization as a
rtefenf?-w)r

6.

Action Against Company-Part I: No action shaii lie agamst me

comoany unless, as a condition precedent thereto, the insured shall na^e
fully complied w i t h all the terms of this policy, nor until the amount of the
insured's obligation to pay shall have been finally determined either by judgment against the insured after actual trial or by written agreement of the
insured, the claimant and the company.
Any person or organization or the legal representative thereof who has
secured such judgment or written agreement shall thereafter be entitled :o
recover under this policy to the extent of the insurance afforded by tnis
policy. No person or organization shall have any right under this po'.»ry to
join the comoany as a party to any action against the insured to determine
the insured's liability, nor shall the company be impleaded by the insured or
his legal representative. 3ankrup:cy or insolvency of the insured or of tne
insured's estate shall not relieve the company of any of its obligations
hereunder.
Pans I I , ill and IV: NO action shall lie against the company unless, as
a condition precedent thereto, there shall have Qe*n full compliance w i t h all
the terms of this policy nor. under Part I I I , until thirty days after proof of
loss is filed and the amount of loss is determined as provided in this policy.

7.

Medical Reports; Proof and Payment of Claim-Part I I : A$ soon

as practicaole the injured person or someone on his oen3if shall give to :'ne
company written proof of claim, under oath :f required, and snail, after each
request from the company, execute authorization to enable tne company to
ootam medical reports and copies of records. The injured person snail sucrrnt
to physical examination oy pnvsicians selected by tne company wnen and as
ort?n as tne company may reasonaoly require.
The company may pay the injured person or any person or organization
rendering the services 3nd sucn payment snail riches tne amount pavaote
hereunder for such i n j u r / . Payment Hereunder shall not constitute an admission of liability of any person or, except Hereunder, of the company.

8.

Insured's Duties in Event of Loss-Part III: in tne event of loss

the insured shall:
(a) protect the automooile. whether or not the loss is covered by tnis policy,
and any furtner loss due to tne insured's failure to protect snail not be
recoverable under this policy; reasonaole expenses incurred m affording
such protection snail be deemed incurred at tne company's request;
(b) file w i t h the company, w i t n m 91 days after loss, his sworn proof of loss in
such form and including sucn information as the company may reasonaoly
require and shall, upon the company's request, exmoit the damaged
property and submit to examination under oatn.

9.

Proof of Claim; Medical Reports-Part IV:

AS soon as pract:-

cable, the insured or other person making claim shall give to the company
written proof of claim, under oatn if required, including full particulars of tne
nature and extent of the injuries, treatment, and other details entering into
the determination of the amount payable. The insured and every other person
making claim shall submit to examinations under catn by any person named
by the company and subscribe the same, as often as may reasonaoly oe
required. Proof of claim shall be made upon forms furnished by the company
unless the company shall have failed to furnish sucn forms w i t h i n 15 days
after receiving notice of claim.
The injured person shall submit to physical examinations by physicians,
selected by the company when and as often as the company may reasonaoly
require and he. or in the event of his incapacity his legal representative, or »n
the event of his death his legal representative or the person or persons
entitled to sue therefor, shall upon each request from the company execute
authorization to enable the company to o b t j m rnec;cal reports and copies of
records.
10.
A p p r a i s a l —Part 111: If the insured and the company fail to agree as
to the amount of loss, either may. within 60 days alter proof of toss is died
demand an appraisal of the loss. In such event the insured and the company
shall each select a cpmpetent appraiser, and the appraisers shall select a
competent and disinterested umpire. The appraisers shall state -separately
the actual cash value and the amount of loss and failing to 3gree snail
submit their differences to the umpire. An award in writing of any two snail
determine the amount of loss. The insured and the company shall eacn pay
his chosen appraiser and shall bear equally the other expenses of the appraisal
and umpire.
The company shall not be held to have waived any of as rights by any act
relating to appraisal.
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11.
payment of L0SS-Part I I I ! The company ' I
pay tor the loss m
monay; or may repair or replace the damaged or stoleV, property, or may, at
any nme before the loss is pa'd or the property is so replaced, at us expense
return any stolen property to the named insured, or at its option to the
3ddress shown m the declarations, with payment for any resultant damage
thereto; or may take all or such part of the property at the agreed or
lopraised value but there shall be no abandonment to the company. The
company may settle any claim for loss either w u n the insured or the owner of
the property.
Part I V ; Any amount due is payable (a) to the insured, or (b) if the
nsureb be a minor to his parent or guardian, or (c) if the insured be deceased
:o his surviving spouse, otherwise (d) to a person authorized by law to receive
>uc.n payment or to a person legally entitled to recover the damages which the
oayment represents; provided, the company may at its option pay any amount
-^ue in accordance with division (d) hereof.
12.
NO Benefit tO 8 a i l e 8 - P a r t 111! The insurance afforded by this
:oucy snail not mure directly or indirectly to the benefit of any earner or
2tr.er bailee for hire liable for loss to the automobile.
13.
Subrogation—PartS I, I I and I I I : In the event of any payment
,ncer ;nts PcTicy. tne camoany sna-t oe suorogated to all the insured's ngnts
• f *ecovery trere'Qr agamst any person or organization and the insured snail
^x.ecute and deliver instruments and papers and do whatever else is necessary
•c secure sucn rights. Tne insured snail do nothing after loss to prejudice such
•gn:s.
n tne event of any payment under ?arr II of this policy, the comoany snail
•e sucrcgaced to all :ne ngnts of recovery therefor which the injured person
r anyone receiving sucn payment may n^ye agamst any person or organtzacn 2nd sucn person snail execute and deliver instruments and papers and
•3 /vnatever else is necessary to sscjrs sucn rgnts. Such person snail do
stnmg arter loss :c prejudice sucn rights.
4.
T r u s t Agreements
jrts I! anc I V :

In tne event of payment to any person under

) tne comoany snail be entitled to tne extent of sucn payment to the proceeds or 3ny settlement or judgment mat may 'esult 'rom tne exercise of
any ngnts of recovery of sucn person against any person or organization
'egaliy responsible 'or tne bodily injury oecause of wmen sucn payment is
mace;

1 7. A s s i g n m e n t . ' J^J^nment of interest under this policy shall not ^^d
the company until its consent is endorsed hereon; if, however, the insured
named m Item 1 of the declarations, or his spouse if a resident of the same
household, shall die. this policy shall cover (1) the survivor as named insured.
(2) his legal representative as named insured but only while acting within the
scope of his duties as such, (3) any person having proper temporary custody
of an owned automobile, as an insured, until the appointment and qualification of such legal representative, and (4) under dr .sion 1 of Part II any
person who was a relative at the time of such death.
18.
C a n c e l a t i o n ; This policy may be canceled by the insured named
in Item 1 of the declarations by surrender thereof to the company or any of
its authorized agents or by mailing to the company written notice stating
when thereafter the cancelation shall be effective. This policy may be
canceled by the company by mailing to the insured named m Item 1 of tne
declaration* ,.; the address shown m this policy written notice stating wnen
not less than ten days thereafter such cancelation shall be •* f »cnve. The
mailing of notice as aforesaid shall be sufficient proof of notice. Tne time or
the surrender or the effective date and hour of cancelation stated m tne
notice shall become the end of the policy period. Delivery of such written
notice eitner by surr> menred or oy the company snail be equivalent to
mailing.
If this policy is canceled by either the insured or the company tne earned
premium shall be comouted pro rata. Premium adjustment may be mad
either at the pme cancelation is effected or as soon as practicac'e aner
cancelation becomes efrective. but payment or tencer of unearned premium is
not a condition of cancelation.

19.

Cancelation by Company Limited-Part!.' After tnis ooi.cy has

been m effect for sixty days or. if tne oohcy is a renewal, effective -mmediateiy,
tne comoany snail not exercise its ngnt to cancel the insurance afforded under
Part I unless:
1. tne named insured fails to discharge when due any of nis obligations m
connection w i t h the payment of premium ror tnis policy or any installment thereof wnetner payable directly or uncer any premium finance
pian; or
2. the insurance was obtained through fraudulent misrepresentation; or
3. the msured violates any of the terms and conditions or the policy; or

l such person shall hold m trust r'or the oenent of the company all rights of
r
ecovery wmen he snail nave agamst sucn other person or organization
because of tne damages whicn are the subject of claim made under
?3c:s II and IV;

4. the named insured or any other ooerator, either resident in the same
household, or vyho customarily operates an automooile insured under tne
policy,

sucn person shall do whatever is proper to secure and shall do nothing after
loss to prejudice such ngnts;

(a) has had his driver's license suspended or revoked during the policy
period, or

if requested in writing by the company, sucn person shall take, tnrough
any representative designated oy the company, such action as may oe
necessary or appropriate to recover such payment as damages from such
other person or organization, sucn action to be taken in tne name of sucn
person; m the event or a recovery, tne company shall be reimoursed out
or such recovery for expenses, costs and attorneys' fees incurred by it in
connection therewith;

(b) is or becomes suoject to epilepsy or heart attacks, and such individual
cannot produce a certificate from a pnysician testifying to nis unqualified aoility to operate a motor venicie. or
(c) is or has been convicted of or forfeits oan. during the 36 momns
immediately preceding the effective date or tne policy or during tne
policy period, for:
(1) any felony, or

such person shall execute and deliver to tne company such instruments
3nd papers as may be appropriate to secure the rights and obligations of
sucn person and the company estaolished by tnis provision.

(21 criminal negligence resulting m death, homicide or assault, arising
out of tne ope-ation of a motor venicle. or
(3) operating a motor vehicle while m an intoxicated condition or
while under the influence of drugs, or

Out of State I nsurance.' If. under the provisions of the motor
cie financial responsibility law or the motor vehicle compulsory insurance
or any similar law of any state or province, a non-resident is required to
•uam insurance with respect to the operation or use of a motor venicle
ucn state or province and such insurance requirements are greater than
insurance provided by the policy, the limits of the company's liability
the kinds of coverage afforded by the policy shall be as set forth m sucn
m lieu of the insurance otherwise provided by the policy, but only to the
nt required by such law and only with respect to the operation or use of
•>tor vehicle in such state or province; prpvided that the insurance under
provision shall be reduced to the extent that there is other valid and
ctible insurance under this or any other motor vehicle insurance policy.
3 event shall any oerson be entitled to receive duplicate payments for the
elements of loss.
Changes.* Notice to any agent or knowledge possessed by any agent
any other person shall not effect a waiver or a change in any part of this
/ or estop the cpmpany from asserting any right under the terms of this
/. nor shall the terms of this policy be waived or chanaed. except by
'Spmrnt i««i«»n »~ <"-r. Z P-rt Of ii.i> puncy.

(4) leaving the scene of an accident without stopping to report, or
(5) theft of a motor venicle, or
(6) making false statements m an application for a driver's license, or
(7) a third violation, committed withm a period of \Z m o m r s ot
d) any ordinance or regulation limiting the *peeo of motor
vehicles or (n) any of the provisions m the motor vehicle luws of any
state, the violation of which constitutes a misdemeanor, whether
or not the violations were repetitions of the same offense or were
different offenses.

20.
L i b e r a l i z a t i o n : If the company revises this policy w.th respect to
policy provisions, endorsements or rules by vvh.cn the insurance hereunder
could be extended or broadened without additional premium charge such
insurance as is afforded hereunder shall be >o extended or broadened
effective immediately upon approval or acceptance o< -.uch rev.s.oa dur.ng the
policy period by the appropriate insurance supervisory authority
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22.
Terms of Policy CV.iormed to Statute:
Terms of tn.s POJ.CV
which are m conflict with the statutes of the State wnerem this policy »i
issued are hereby amended to conform to such statutes

2| # f^"flecfiirations: By acceptance of this pohcy. t h \ .nsured named m
iteryVof the declarations agrees that the statements m the declarations are
'i.s agreements and representations, that this policy »s issued in reliance upon
tne truth of such representations and- that this policy embodies all agreements existing between himself and the company or any of its agents relating
•0 this insurance.

23.

Dividend Participation: Tn.s policy .$ a participating poi.cy and

shall share in dividend declarations as determined by the Board of Directors
of the company.

SPECIAL S T A T E
ARKANSAS EXCEPTION—in m„ policy is written in the State of
Arkansas, the following applies)
t is agreed that the insured shall not be required to arbitrate disputed claims
jnder Coverage H — Uninsured Motorists.

PROVISIONS
4. A M E N D M E N T OF COVERAGE H - - T H I S COVERAGE PROTECTS
INSUREDS WHO ARE NOT CONTR18UTORILY NEGLIGE NT AGAINST
BODILY INJURY CAUSED 8Y NEGLIGENT UNINSUREO AND HIT
ANO-RUN MOTORISTS
It is agreed that Part IV amended as follows.

NOIANA EXCEPTION
iCiara. the following app'ies)

(If this policy .s written in the State of

Protection Agamst Uninsured Motorists is

[3) Paragraph (d) of rhe Limits of Liability provision does not aooiv.
(b) The "Arbitration" provision is amended to include

: is agreed that if the owned automobile is principally garaged in Indiana.
~e provision m the Collision Coverage that the deductible amount shall not
ccly to loss caused by collision with another automobile insured by the
.ompany ts deleted.

"The insured shall have the right to arbitrate in accordance with tne
provisions of K.S.A 5-201 to 5-213 inclusive."
5. Exclusions (i) and (j) under Part III - Physical Oamage art deleted.

1QV/A E X C E P T I O N
•cllcwing applies):

{If this policy is written m the St3te of Iowa, the

6. It is agreed that the "Cancelation bv Comoany Limned - Part I" ccnc.ticn
of the policy is amended as follows.

' is agreed tnat subsection (4) of tne definition of "uninsured automooile"
s amended to read as follows:

(a) The first paragraoh is amended by adding before the word "unless" tne
words "solely because of age or '

4) a 'and motor venic'e or trailer if operated on rails or craw'er-tre3ds, except
a snowmobile /vhile sucn snowmcoue is actually upon public roads, or a
land motor vehicle or trailer ^vrule located for use as a residence or
premises and not as a vehicle,

lb) In paragraph 4(b) the word "unqualified ' *s deleted.
(c) In paragrapn 4(c) tne words "of or forfeits bail ' are deleted.

MINNESOTA AND WISCONSIN E X C E P T I O N S — i n tn.< aoi.cv s
KANSAS EXCEPTION
"•e following applies)
'

(If this policy is written m the State of Kansas,

written in the State of Minnesota or Wisconsin, tne following applies)
It is agreed that Exclusion (I) under Part I - Liability is deleted.

In the "Insured's Outies in Event of Loss" Condition, para^raon (a) is
amended :o read:
(a) use every reasonable means to protect the automobile whether or not
the loss is covered by this policy from further loss; reasonaole expenses
mcur-ed m affording such protection shall be deemed incurred at the
company's request:

2. In the "Appraisal" Condition, the term "30 days" is substituted for "60
days".
3. In the "Trust Agreement" Condition, Part IV is deleted and the "Suorogat«on" Condition of the policy is suostituted and made applicable to Part
IV—Protection Against Uninsured Motorists.

OHIO E X C E P T I ON
(If this policy is written m the State of Ohio, the
following applies).
It is agreed that, with respect to such insurance as is afforded by tne policy
for damages because of bodily injury caused by accident and ar sing out or
tne ownership, maintenance or use of an uninsured highway venicle cr an
uninsured motor vehicle,
(1) the amount payaole thereunder shall not be suoiect to reduction because
of any wor<men s compensation oenefus paid or payaole on account of
such bodily injury, and
(2) that part of the "Limns of Liability" provision or condition pertaining tc
such a reduction is amended accordingly.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the N A T I O N A L FARMERS UNION PROPERTY AND CASUALTY COMPANY has caused this policy to ce signed by us President anc
Secretary at Denver, Colorado, and countersigned on the declarations page by a duly authorized representative of the company.
ATTEST:

&

AZTM OS>SCL**^Y^~ hsj^ux-- + •.**•*-**—

J

fl~J

President

Secretary
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FUNCTIONS
A • To add a vehicle (including coverages on that vehicle}, driver.lien or premium endorsement.
C • To change, add or drop coverage, change vehicle, lien. dri\rer or premium endorsement or to add. change or drop alternate garaging.
0 - To delete vehicle, driver, lien or premium endorsement.
For vehicle age. state and accident surcharge, see policy declaration.
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. HJ n c . < *
Denver, Colorado 8 0 2 5 1
CY NUMBER

Agent

4 2-12214-0001
MARK B A L O w I N
4 5 0 £ AST 'riALH
W f c L L S V I L L c , UT

NtW
08/15/82

To

34321

THIS INSURANCE IS ONLY FOR THE COVERAGES AS SHOWN 3Y
SPECIFIC P R E M I U M CHARGES FOR EACH CAR OESCRIBED. OR ITS REPLACEMENT.

84-339

08/15/82
02/15/83

12:01 A.M..standard time at above iddr^^s of the named insured.

<4 3

COVERAGES
In Thousan<-t 1
Bodily Injury
Each

,

Each

- -'••:

•

Property
Damage

Uninsured Motonst

Each

Each
Each
Person I Acc:derrt

( P e r s o n (CccLrnjoca Occurrence

Medical
Payment!

Personal
Injury
Protection

Each Person

**

'.

4 ioo
i

' ^ , 1187
PATRICIA N
SRQwN
Name:
1 4 5 3 ELLENDALE AVE
LOGAN
UT

Agent No.

«1 1 Named Insured:

12
^

L-/ ^

Towing
and
Labor

Actual Cash Value
Lass Oeducnbie
Shown
Comprehensive

,
I

Rental
Expense

Collision

LJMITS OF U A 8 I U T Y

3 00
300

iOO

Underinsured
Motonst
In Thousands
Eacn Eacr\
Psr. i Ace.

15
15

40
40

2C
2C

50
50

GP2

100
100

25
25
i

PREMIUMS

5 ,jo
6,70

1.7G
1.70

^ 5 * 34
43*80

1 o « o *t

3S-40

lo •iu

CTAL TERM PREMIUM

ORSEME NTS APP U C A 8 L S TO THIS POLICY

Aocrtionai
Premium

' i . 7 1 0 ?f<PE7 4 - £ 9 , N P E 7 4 - 3 1

Return
Premium

| Endorsement Premium

DESCRIPTION OF OWNED VEHICLES
Venicle Identification No.

4 3G37K6R120353

Year

7o

Make
bHL

Model

Style

OLDS

CUTL

1 J KP
2DR

Rate Class

iSvrrccJt A<;e

I State 1 Terr ! Surcharge |

o

5

3

t^:

1 5 Any loss under part III is payable as interest may appear to the named insured and (absence of any entry means "no exceotjon"
,< u l L1ENH0LDER NAME & ADDRESS
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NOTICE

HARK 8AL0WIN
450 EAST MAIN
WELISVILLE, UT 84339
Jcetjp your policy in force, pay your premium on or before the Duo Date
/ou don't pay a renewal premium, your policy will lapse on the Due Date,
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NONDRIVlNG CHILDREN (OVER 1 0 YEARS OF AGE)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that on the

day of October, 1990,

four true and correct copies of the foregoing BRIEF OF APPELLANT was
mailed, postage prepaid, to:
D. Gary Christian
KIPP AND CHRISTIAN, P.C.
Attorneys for Defendant and Appellee
City Centre I, #3 30
175 East 400 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
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